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la AMALYSIS 
(Wo Oo Welohman) 

A meeting vaa held on Hondey, Hovember 13th at vhlch various 
methods of speeding up supply of radar data to the computer for 
experimental work were discussed. She idea of codifying f i l t er s 
so that the magneoorder equipment could he run at higher speeds 
seemed to lnrolve a lo t of work for l i t t l e result. She simplest 
suggestion was to switch the recording magnecorder on and off so 
that i t wil l only record data in a small sector containing the 
targets that are to be studied. She poss ibi l i ty of using EK units 
was also considered. 

She meeting also discussed progress that had been made with 
programs for trackinge guidance and interception. R. Valquist 
had worked out a simple method of computing the lead angle for a 
col l i s ion course. 

Zt seems that we have now reached a stage at which i t wil l 
not be worthwhile to put much more effort into preparation for 
an experimental interception. J'cw that the computer i s beginning 
to beoomo available with K3 there I s plenty of experimental work 
to be done in trying out tracking programs. She 6673 group can 
also turn i t s attention to such problems as; 

A. an examination of the effectiveness of different 
formulae for smoothing and prediction using synthetic 
data prepared by the computer0 

B. programs to analyse imperfections of radar dataP 

0. the automatic acquisition of targets in limited areas 
and the variation of extent of these areas in 
accordance with the load of the computerP 

D. study of tracking under di f f icult conditions such as 
crossing targets, formation sp l i t t ing up0 target mlssod 
on several successive sweeps ettf^yC 

B. programs in ( r , d) coordii 
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la AKALTSIS (continued) 
(J0 Mo Salzer) 

Work on subroutines is continuing. I have started writing 
a note for editing them. 

X am studying the effect of vind on guidance and interception. 
Assuming the wind velocity conponento are knowne one oan take 
proper aocount of it with about 3. J- 20 orders« The problem Is more 
difficult to cope with vhen the effect of wind oust bo derived 
from tracking data* since quite a delay might have to be introduced 
before it is possible to obtain an aocoptably smoothed airor&ft 
velocity. 

Work on the dootorate thesis crystallized my ideas sufficiently 
ande consequently» I have written the first draft of a thesis proposal« 

(D. B. Israel) 

Airing the past bi-weekly period the testing of the storage 
tubes reached a point where i t bec£»e feasiblo to read programs 
into ES from punched paper tepe and to attempt actual computer 
operation with the ES registers. Soth as an aid in testing ES 
under actual program conditions and as a means of checking parts 
of our programs, several punched paper tapes have been prepared 
with parts of 6673 programs. Two versions of the Main Display 
Program (separate range and azimuth data; convert to (x« y) 
coordinates; and display) were prepared on paper tape* One version — 
Tqpe 6 —» generates i t s own data corresponding to an equiangular 
spiral; the second version — Tape 1 — uses the actual data from 
Room I3S0 

Tapes 6 and 1 were tested during the early part of last week, 
and on one occasion the program on Tape 6 operated successfully 
except for faulty action of the display decoder. Tape I could not 
be operated successfully; both tapes generally indicating operating 
difficulties in digit ooiuian U of ES. Following the replacement of 
the storage tube in column k on Friday, satisfactory operation of 
Tape 6 was obtained over a period of more than 1/2 hour. The 
program of Tape 6 was manually altered while in ES to correspond to 
Tape 1„ and satisfactory operation of the program with recorded 
radar data was achieved. M 

Much of the time during the past ofccyeekly period was spent 
in connection with the activities *^fcC— both in preparing the 
programs and in obtaining the punoheoX^ape* and in operating or 
observing operation of the computffMth electrostatic storage. 

JJ lUJ UU [\ 
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l o &BEBBS (continued) 
(0. a. Israel) (continued) 

The work in programming for the in i t i a l experiments of 
guidance and tracking have reached the end of a f irs t phase — 
this being the actual preparation of the program It i s now 
definite that an Interception can he achieved vith the available 
storage. The second phase — that of checking parts of the 
program on the computer and obtaining some ideas of operating 
conditionso etc. i s now underway. Euring a discussion vith 
Arnov and Valqulst a tentative sohedulo and priority has boon 
assigned to programs for these testing purposes. First en the 
l i s t i s a program "by Arnov for manually-controlled simulated 
radar data© Other programs are? 

1) Tracking Prediction 
2) Determination and Display of Guidance Course 
3) Computation and Display of Collision Course. 

The testing of these major elements plus smaller h i t s 
of programming should enable early operation of HEP II-(Single a/c), 
followed by the "Guidance of a Single Aircraft" • and then by the 
"TvoxAlrcraft Interception" „ 

Preparations have been made for a test of the light-gun in 
the near future. A program has been written to tost i t s operation 
and to measure the delay introduced in returning a pulse to the 
computer. 

(R. 1 . Walouist) 

A writton explanation of BTP-III (tracking "n" targets where 
"n* i s greater than 2) has been completed. The explanation rel ies 
heavily upon information previously given for BTPI A I I ; major 
emphasis i s upon the particular d i f f icul t ies arising when more 
than 2 targets must be dealt with by the computer* Included are 
3 diagrams! 1 , an elementary flow d iagrams B2P-III. 2, a 
diagram showing the method used in searching* for the target and 
the use of the time counter; 3o the stqn£b requirements for 
each target e & y 
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l « ARvLYSIS (continued) 

(Bo L« Wei qui st) (continued) 

Considerable effort has bean opent on a method of 
calculating a col l is ion course for interception programs., 
She method being considered Is shown on the accompanying 
diagram along v i th an explanation of tho syabolian unedo 
She formula for t i n ^ io straight forward enough; tho 
formula for Bin 0 i s obtained by noting that the components 
of the interceptor and target velocit ies which are 
perpendicular to the l ine r must be equal for an interception 
to occuTo Bote that -90° < f < • 90°» Eo restriction i s 
placed on the target and interceptor ve loc i t ies other than that 

M> 
Determination of 'p"' from the formula given requires the 

use of aro sine and square root subprograms. I t does not appear 
as i f scale factoring v i l l be necessary since r ... .>» 0 only when 
the two aircraft coincide in position., Reiterative procedures 
for the arc sine and square root aro being considered since time 
i s not a restrict ion when calculating the col l i s ion course bearing 
angle. 

This method of calculating the bearing angle for the 
intercsptor might prove quite useful« since i t also gives the 
distance and bearing of the target with respect to the Interceptor,, 
5?ho eeparate determination ef "£", the lead angle, readily allows 
the magnitude of this lead angle to be weighted by some factor 
proportional to "rN and/or the time of smoothing for the target and 
interceptor, i f such a procedure appears advantageous"0 
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1» AMAliSSIS (continued) 
IS* C l t e l q u i e t ) (continued) 

?eg© 5 

North 

• 

I>etermiuation of Heading for Collision Course 

I ** Interceptor 
Vj o Habitude of interceptor velocity 
5» » Target 
?_ , Y-. « X and T components of target volooity 

p » \Jog2- • 4 y2 a radial distance of target from interceptor 
<?< » bearing angle of target vita reepeot to Interceptor 
ft • lead angle for interceptor 

J8 • «K* ^ * bearing angle for f l ight path of interceptor 
A* • X, - Xj 

dy T T - T X 

•ino<-» ^ 
r 

sin 0 n i w i i i 1 • 1 •• f i i»n i m w i * - !• • • 

;» 
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A3&LY5IS (continued) 
(J c A„ Arnow) 

Swc programs were written for the computation of the 
heading angle to be used ^y an Interceptor in a col l is ion 
course, following the approach suggested by D.R.Israel in 
the l a s t bi-weekly report,. Theoo programs differ only In 
the manner in which they obtain a quantity of the form 

A sin 6 + B cos -3. 

She first accomplishes this by approximating the solution 
of the differential equation 

y » • Ay • 0 

with suitable boundary conditiona„ Shie method i s longer 
by about 25 registers than the second uhlan u t i l i s e s an 
available subprogram for iho computation of the sine and 
cosine and which takes about 40 registers over and above 
the allotment for the subprogram. Both methods are slow in 
time but have an advantage over a core direct approach to 
the problem in that there Is quite a considerable saving 
of storage. 

A punched paper tape was prepared for a program which 
wil l oonvert a standard sexadecimal tapo to a &-6»U reversed 
mode as described in 15-2076., Another tape for the data 
simulation program Is In the process of preparation. 

(E. Saxenlan and 0C Oaudette) 

She program for optimisation of the arctangent formulae 
f(h„ x)0 i s nearlng completion. One portion of the program 
displays the error curves for manually varied values of b, 
and the maximum error of each curve in decimal d ig i t s . She 
other part of the program displays a curve of the maximum 
•rror of f(b„ x) as a function of b and displays the optimum 
value of b in decimal d ig i t s . 

An approximation of the arcsine by a f i f th degree 
polynomial i s being investigated for John Salzer. 
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JM3BBBBB 
(C. R. Wieser) 

In order to speed-up the observation of radar data and 
tracking programs,, the Magnecorder wil l be modified to record 
only during the time the radar bean sweeps over a given sector 
(probably about 90°). The rest of the t iae the tape wil l be 
stationary. This node of operation should speed up the data 
display by a factor of U, or more i f the s i t e of the sector i s 
reduced. Zf preliminary — s f l tes ts are successful t we v i l l 
consult the AFORL group to see i f they can furnish an antenna 
position signal for automatic switching. 

Harrington and Rader of AFCRL were here for a conference 
on techniques for early experiments with interception. Probably 
a C-U5 (130 to 160 mph) v i l l be used for the target and an A-2o 
(about 260 mph) as the Interceptor. They wil l probably insta l l 
transponders in both planes, and operate these at some frequency 
other than the radar. Shis should provide positive identification 
of the two aircraft, 

During the last two weeks0 no f l ight tes t s have been run. 
However, as soon as conditions permit a f l ight test wil l be made. 

The AFCRL group at Bedford has discovered a source of 
diff iculty with the radar. Receiver crystals have been getting 
damaged frequently by intense radiation from another nearby 
radar set. The two sets have now been synchronized so that both 
may operate simultaneously without damage or Jaaming,, 

(D. A. Back) 

I t was found that a reduction of horiaontal abberatlon in 
the existing f ive-digit display system i s possible by the addition 
of three-microseconds to the end of the restorer blanking gate in 
the intensification gate generator. This allows the horizontal 
docoder a l i t t l e more t iae to relax to the analogue equivalent 
of the binary number i t i s decoding after having been complemented 
by the restoration. 

A delay of four mloroseoond was added Jsfr the start of the 
intensification gates to allow the vertica^< decoder more time 
to set up. CrT* 
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(So Ao Buck) (continued) 

Saprovauaat in viewing of the M-scope vas made possible 
by the installation of a front-plate. 

Design i s underway on a f i l ter for the protection of the 
multiplex channels from Interference due to the projected 
voice-nodulated carrier at the upper end of the frequency 
spectrum. 

Work has been slowed by a plague of component failures 
in the display system. 

(H, J. Kirshner) 

Successful operation of the "light gun" was achieved 
during this bi-weekly period. Tests were conducted with the 
unit which indicated probable successful operation when 
connected to WI. Should operation with the computer prove 
to be satisfactory, the equipment will be rebuilt in a more 
permanent and better packaged form. 

• switching circuit for quick starting and stopping of 
the Magnecorder was constructed and tested. Shis device allows 
for disablement of the recording circuits until the drive motor 
i s up to speed. Seats on the switching circuit indicated that 
when the "STOP" •witch was depressed (aotor stopped and amplifier 
disabled) a transient was initiated which caused some of the 
demultiplexing f i l ters to ring. It i s believed, however, that 
this feature will not prove troublesome. The transient will 
produce only one random word following a switching operation. 

It i s anticipated that operation of the switching circuit 
will ho controlled automatically and remotely from Bedford* 
Tor the present, switching nay be accomplished manually. 

(B. L. Bast) 

A masters' thesis proposal has been Issued in H-1129, 
t it led ."A Direot-Ooupled Amplifier for MagnaUcally Deflecting 
an Oscillograph Tube". y > 0 

A Tektronix Type kSO High Voltage F&r* Supply has boen 
received^ and the driving circuits for.€«yare now being built. 
It will supply • 15 XT, regulated, foMffe X 101*87 tubs 
(a l6 inch oscillograph tube), whlohjc f̂r also been received,, 

&Mftffi£®fl$L!& le amplifier are being 
constraoW, iBclullnl Keep itf^TuanfeKg e W l t s . 
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